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Election is being held in
a
of
shadow
t he
economic
t hreatening
catastrophe. Britain is on
the brink of natiOnal
bankruptcy.
The jobs, wages and living
standards of millions of
are
people
w orking
threatened with destruction.
The capitalist system of
private ownership for profit is
entirely to blame.
The Workers Revolutionary
Party is the only party fighting
this election on a socialist
programme. We say that the right
to a decent standard of living for
millions of workers and their
families can only be defended by
nationalizing the banks, the land
and basic industry without compensation and under workers'
control. Nothing short of that.
The bankrupt and outmoded
capitalist system
must be
replaced by the common ownership of the means of production.

No illusions
in parliament

No confidence
in capitalism

Issued by the Central Committee
of the Workers Revolutionary Party
51111
.
-1
for
scious and nntletial expression 10 • WE URGE you to veto the
the aspirations of the working our candidates. To vote for
W orkers Revolutionary Party is to
class.
vote for the building of the
revolutionary leadership for a
socialist Britain. Above all, we
urge you to Join the Workers
Revolutionary Party.

Mobilize the
working class

EVENTS

this
year
have proved where the
real power lies — outside
parliament.

The Heath government tried to
fighting for a socialist
smash the trade unions and was
in this election, forced out of office by the
we iiiow that it cannot be miners' strike. The engineers'
WOO through the ballot union successfully challenged the
authority of the National Inbox.
Parliament is a major instrument dustrial Relations Court set up by
of the capitalist state machine for Act of Parliament.
A nd finally, parliament was
the defence of private ownership
and the oppression of the working contemptuously swept aside by
the forces of reaction in Northern
class.
The election itself will not Ireland. The extreme right wing
resolve anything for the working Ulster Workers' Council,
class. Socialism can only be chaperoned by the British army.
achieved by mobilizing the disrupted the Ulster economy
strength of the workteg class in- 1Ind destroyed the puppet Nordependent of and algainst the lhere Ireland Executive.
The lessoli pig.sz..bc learned
crisis-ridden capitalist state and
sad acted upon. Everything
packetsnemaatftetieSpt...:mobilizing the
The Labour Party sold Com- d(Tends on
monist Party, who tie the strength of the working class
working class to the 114afi,
...°- against the class enemy.
We call on all. Labour Party
tory road*, are playing the game
of the Tories and their capitalist members and trade unionists to
vote Labour in constituencies
Workers
the
r
w here
it
c
will light to expose it for what it Revolutionary Party is not stanis and to mobilize the working ding. We call on the electors to
with
government
Labour
a
class on a socialist programme return
a massive majority.
, for the taking of state power.
In the struggle to compel the
For the issue forced upon the
working class by inflation -and Labour leaders to implement the
we
slump is to take state power. This socialist programme for which
is the only way forward to alone fight. they will be exposed
of the
achieve a socialist solution to the and must be driven out
labour movement.
capitalist. catastrophe.
unionists,
Every other party calls upon • TRADE
workers
the working class to vote support housewives, professional
Read our
for capitalism and its state. But and young people! programme
our
study
be
cannot
manifesto,
power
the conquest of
without the to meet the crisis. Discuss it, come
accomplished
meetings and read
building ,of a revolutionary to our public
Workers our daily newspaper, Workers
the
l eadership,
Revolutionary Party, to give coo' Press.

The crisis
of capitalism

DOMINATING

the
election is .the worst-ever
capitalist
international
crisis.'
Every single capitalist country
has vast trade debts. Share prices
collapse, production falls, while
the price of foodstuffs and raw
materials soars. The spectre of
mass unemployment far worse
than the 1930s haunts the
working class and the middle
class,
. the
The working class face,

ArtfctrerYartil

intfnlig
igh.:irL
1945. At that tirne the ruling class
feared the strength of the
working class so much that they
deliberately adopted inflationary
policies to prevent a class confrontation. Governments, banks
and finance houses created more
and more credit to keep production and purchasing power expanding.
The US Treasury printed billions of paper dollars in a
desperate bid to maintain
capitalism in the face Of a
resurgent international working
class determined never to be
driven back to the conditions of
the 1930s.
This policy was embodied in
the 1944 Bretton Woods
Agreement which guaranteed the
value of these paper dollars in
gold.
But on August IS. 1971, exPresident Nixon withdrew all

gold hacking from the dollar. stock market where there is a
This was the trigger to turn con- collapse of confidence. Only I
trolled inflation into uncontrolled per zest of investment capital in
inflation: no capitalist now knew British industry in the past year
what any paper currency was came from newly-floated shares.
Add to industry's inability to
worth.
A three-year orgy of raise cash the enormous cost inspeculation resulted. It drove up creases of row materials. electhe cost of living for millions of tricity.. coal and steel, and its
working-class families all oyer inability to continue -paying
the world. Bankers, speculators wages is obvious.
and large international firms
moved out of paper money and
made huge profits by buying and
hoarding basic necessities of life.
This is how the capitalists
protected their own interests
against inflation: by causing even
of millions of
greater inflation for the working
class.
jobs are at risk in the imThe quadrupling of oil prices in mediate future.
This is
1973-1974 was the inevitable outit
HE three main parcome. lt brought the world the real face of inflation:
economic crisis to a devastating is caused by capitalism, ties. Labour, the Tories
class.
working
the
by th
in not
nnfinn
'w 'tag'
npayments
e capiwi ts ha,„ lIce and the Liberals, say their
New
increased
caused by the
cost of sills $60 billion per year. . b a surviving in cOrnpetiliOn. main aim is 'to beat inmean
They
This alone would use up the total .1;ith each other and at the same flation'.
finanCial reserves of the main
beating the working etas, beating the working class.
capitalist countries within the into submissinn to pay for the
Inflation is not something
next three and a half years.
h monhe7 above the class struggle. It can'
nc''
'
m
'' 'nu
too
p;
fli
,,dIlCsN
'
'‘
'"nol".'
d is
'
' UK payments '
at least £4.000rn chasing too few goods'. but too not be solved peacefully. It
oil top of last year's £1.500m much capital chasing too little of means the victory of outclass
deficit. And oil is only one factor the surplus value created by the over the other revolution or
counter-revolution.
in these massive debts. This working class.
The capitalist solution is to
spells national bankruptcy.
In this situation nationalization
restore value to paper money by
So deep is the resulting crisis of basic industry without cow' driving
down the standard of
of credit and banking that a num- pensation under workers' control
of the working class, by
far-off.
living
some
as
arise
not
does
her of banks, like the Herstatt in
making them eat less and earn
Germany and the Franklin abstract question. It is im- less.
National in the United States, mediate. An historic imperative.
Workers face either a.permanent •THE LABOUR Party leaders
have collapsed.
Now leading bankers are place on the dole or a political want to inflict this attack on the
of
unable to meet the borrowing struggle for the expropriationthe working class by stealth with their
corporatist'social contract'.
requirements of the big firms that their industries to defend
bank with them. This is what right to work.
• THE TORIES want to use
happened when one of Britain's •WE SAY that prices CANNOT mass unemployment backed by the
'Big Four' clearing banks, the he controlled except by the military and the police.
National Westminster, refused nationalization of the food
further funds to Ferranti. It was monopolies and big food chains • THE LIBERALS want state
without compensation and under pay laws and mass uneman open admission that banks can
no longer go on financing in- workers' control; sufficient ployment . . . without the
military. Very 'liberal' of them!
dustry, and collapses and closures housing CANNOT be provided
The class content is. in every
without the nationalization of the
are on the way.
in
The dozens affirms which can- land, construction fires and the case, the same. Big business.
not raise bank loans find it im- building societies, with protection
Tam overleaf
possible to raise capital on the for small savers.

Our ten
candidates
TOXTETH
John Dillon
(Ford worker)
Agent: J. Ford
96-98 Granby Street,
Liverpoo1,8.
051-7091150

HAY
H ARLINGTON
R oyston Bull
(Journalist)
A gent: P. Armitage
89 East Avenue
H ayes, Middiesex

&
PONTEFRACT
ASTLEFORD
C
Parson•
Trevor
.
,„.9
MinerL
(
Agent:
geBStreet,
en
BrrdT
Ca stleford
0117115 5953.

is the faith of
the capitalist class in their
own system that they are
selling shares in an atmosphere of complete
pandemonium.
'
the London share market has
fallen by more than 100 points
this year, wiping £10 billion off
share values. The index has
reached its lowest point since
1959, and, in real terms, the
lowest for 50 years.
In other words, the market has
already fallen more dramatically
than it did during the 'Great
Crash' of 1929-1931.
Millionaire financier Mr Slater,
partner of ex-Tory Cabinet
minister Peter Walker in Slater
Walker Securities, told financial
journalists recently that his
'
recipe for survival- was to get
his hands on gold, a bicycle. tins
of sardines, baked beans and a
machine-gun.
While Slater and his friends are
grabbing what they can and running for the hills. their associates
in the Tory Party are sang that
trade unionists are greedy.
disrupting the economy and not
pulling together for the good of
the nation!

Nationalization
is the answer

TENS

No to the
'social contract'

T

Irarl

WALLSEND
Resin Flynn
(Shipyard worker)
J. Gales
gent:
A
61a Cam ille Road,
Wallsend,
N orthumberland
002921295

SWINDON
K ate Biskeney
worker)
(HospitaiFitzpatrick
A gent: R. Road,
55 Elmlna
Swindon
0793 697250

LAMBETH
CENTRAL
Sylvester Smart
(Engineer)
A gent: P. Rankin
Read,
271 BrixtonSW9
London2/177
01-737

COVENTRY
NO
Alan Wilkins
worker)
(Aircraft Block
A gent: K. Road,
433 Folesh III
COVentrY
0203 6.710

NORTH
HACKNEY
& STOKE
NEWINGTON
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Stirling's operation is controlled middle class and backward • ABOLISH ALL
the army and and directed by the top brass in workers with reactionary
eats WORKING CLASS
for h
with the aid of
subsidizing the police. Heath is preparing nco f the British army. Their aim is to to racialism, patriotismapP and Repeal laws on t he an.,
sbl„ry..h„di
subsidies only monoratlies.
contrived protaiginda anti-trade unionism.
d
picketing and conspiracy. Rene
esai'11.0r
food
Brigadier d istribute
thc Housing Finance Act.
Trade union leaders like
profits of the Han,
private armies on the move
the moaopolies and banks: seek '
lbout
i
of
the conditions fo, Scanlon and Jack Jones. Hugh
Abolish the House M Lords and
the kind of government which M- • Chancellor
public Frank Kitson. c
chool at to create sections of the middle speak
who the
ok.
S
ows them to set about the £1.20Orn Tory Otte in them.
rightened
on
the same platform with
Infantry
monarchy. LeMslatc a Charf
Powell,
eliminating their weaker cam- expenditure and extendedin hock thearminster, in ti7ho
the
British
let
army
ter. of Basic Working Class
play a shameful role in
ass and
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working
reducing
climes —
Rights.
boosting Powell's
He put the
loose against the working class.
by Density Operations ,„
filthy band- •
of capital seeking a return from to the international sinkers
A SOCIALIST FUEL POLICY.
conspiracies of the
These
•
g
overbiggesPever
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the available surplus value — negotiating the
stab as °ugh
W orkers'
owne' Ilism
state make absolutely wal?g"
and the planned
grievante arose,.
drop in capitalist our demand for the ployment. Hemeans mass unem- expansioncontrol
Ind, above all, subjecting the sms loans.
of raining, electricity
from a significant those
stands for the big
, concrete
working class and trade anions to
nuclear tests result
standard of living. allgrocers, disbandment of the standing army monopolies in the complete and gain. Nationalize the fuel
Tory-arranged without
the
con'national discipline'. This van •
monopolies and North Seim oil
conducted
and their d estruction of small
dissipate their
and the policeworkers'
who now
mean an into dictatorship to im- were
and gas.
with parliament or he
militia - that is the reality ofbusinesses:
eplacement by a
wide vatiety of calt
'free
pose unemployment and the most sultation and trade onion over aconcentrate
their eflo s r rawn from the trade union market forces' policy. his
Labour
He also • A SOCIALIST TRANSPORT
d
vicious cuts in living standards.
might
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simation
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ovement.
with the general staff
We want to isSue the clearest m
and produce a
hop. movement.
ower lofh
the army in trying to inflict
the raihvays, aviation, the docks
warning' to the millions of trade • Callaghan consolidated mem- was beyond theShpr,aid I
i
policieou Niyonet-poine. these and the bus service. Nationalize
la handle.
olice
unionists who will cast their bership of the Common Market.
p
reil
mad haulage. For an integratea
The Workers
would be requ
junta in
traditional vote for labour.
Revolutionary
sent arms to the fascist naval pen the armsposition rapidly.
Party
has
authorized
been
alone in carrying transport system based on nded
Chile and
to restore the
Revolutionary
out a principled struggle to ex- and not profit.
• Do so where there Is no
aining with the racist regime of •• The Workers
tr
party
canParty
and only
pose the
Workers Revolutionary
military-police • NO TO THE COMMON
South Africa.
Party was the first
movement
didate to keep the Tories. Liberals
MARKET. Immediate and unconprep:utnions-of
t,
Merlyn to alert the trade union manifesto
theitate machine
and Nationalists out. But under- • Ulster Secretary
dangers in our
the and the links with its training ditional withdrawal from the
to
army terror
Elecstand that this Is only the start of Rees intensified theclass of Nor- to these
General
gr:un
in Ulster. e have war- EEC. For a Socialist United
for the February 2.8
the
of
line
the
reacherous
a political struggle against the against the working
n d
t
al the Natiorral Front is States of Europe.
intern- tion. In warning that
class collaborators In the 1.abour thern Ireland: cominued
operations Li
Communist Party. Their nothing hal t tool of the Police to • A SOCIALIST FOREIGN
ment without trial, assassination military -police
Parts leadership.
were a dre
POLICY. Withdraw from NATO
anifesto contains a call be used in dined connection with
squads and admitted that the Heathrow Airport
and all imperialist pacts.
the state's own preparations
The next Labour government notorious Special Air Services rehearsal for attacks on the m
Relinquish remaining colonies'
will come into immediate conflict (SAS) was deployed there.
to 'democratize the armed against the wor mg class.
orking
class,
Itdd.
we
w
Wilson.
and withdraw troops from NorWe say that the working class
with the working class.
a ;Va.:aerial forces' and the removal of
for
plans
The
acthe
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whitewashed
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Jenkins. Prentice and the Labour • Jenkins
thern Ireland. Cyprus and all
is
more
the
most
for
powerful
are
force
in
officers.
ritain
B
right-wing
traders will take the road of tivities of police agents
society. It is the only progressive overseas territories. Bread: off
Len- than many people realke. These
is the Stalinist line the
This
relations
being
Ramsay MacDonald. the Labour provocateurs (the Kenneth the m
are
Workers diplontatic and trade
ilitary conspiracies
the criminal c lass. The
raises
extended
It
over.
and
the
affair)
betrayed
non
who
world
renegade
with all right wing dietalorships.
the advanced in the closest con- i llusion that there is a 'progres- Revolutionary Party gives full
working class in 1931 and formed spying and violence ofarmed
g
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•
extreme
support
to
all
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workers
sultation
In
struggle
forces,
armed
the
and
the
Special Branch
sive' side to the
a National government with
REPRESSION. Disband the
Tories, British Intelligence and practice this meant inviting the Its protect their living standards
Special Patrol Groups.
Tones.
most reactionaty sections of
govern- and jobs, to win decent wages, to standing army and the police.
No wonder the Wilson Cabinet
Workers, housewives and the
generals Mto the Allende out
Replace it with a`workers' militia
fight redundancies and lay-offs
the
so young people must ask them- • the ruling class.'
Carry
in
Chile
and the NEC fought ;
in
„
drawn from. and responsible to.
with occupanons.
The Tory and Liberal Press. ment coup.
desperately against 'a f°13 Pni,
"' selves the question: is. such a
the Labour and trade union
the revisionists fascist
The real preparation for the
Portugal it means the
making conference to adopt a leadership going to defend them the reformists.
In
at
laughed
renegades
defeat
of reaction in all its movement.
joining a Popular
manifesto dictated by the rank from the impact of the capitalist and other
leaders
talinist
S
were
An- forms, including the emergence
General
and file of the labour movement, economic crisis? The Workers our warnings and said the'y
with
regime
or Front
of fascist movements. is to fight
They want a free hand to serve Revolutionary Party says they 'alarmist'. Were we righthave
tonio Spinnla and the armed for- for socialist policies in the
weren't we? Our warnings
their Tory masters and the inter- , will..
the struggles of
.
been vindicated a thousandfold. ces to hold buck
building of the revolutionary
national bankers.
class.
working
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a
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return
what
the
for
disputes
ARE
VVE
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No one seriously
party.
Labour government with the big. the Heathrow exercises — starSmash the cliques of military
•
gest possible majority, but only so ted by the Tories and continued
conspirators. Defend the basic
that the working class can finally by Labour — are all about.
democratic rights ol the working
HESE tasks can only
deal with the Labour leaders and Writing in the latest issue of
Workers
class, Build Ike
build the necessary revolutionary 'Monday News', magazine of the
be accomplished by the
Revolutionary Party.
leadership.
Tory Monday Club. a serving ofworking class in struggle
.
.• We support Wilson and emu- ficer statbs:
the
under the revolutionary
of
the
pany to prove in practice that they
The army is, today, an inlook
at
leadership of the Workers
Tory Leadership are no
wretched record of the will always defend 1 he con- stitution of considerable political
Revolutionary Party.
. the ex- significance. Its generals are longer even talking in elecr
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or we:o
.
oofnth
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minority Labour governWorkers. know your strength.
chosen by the Prime Minister and
toral terms. Sir Keith
Develop it in struggle. Place no
ment. It came to office in
To call uncritially for a the current generation are Toryshadow
the
need
J oseph,
r k ers :tweet:Mons in prartiamentary
with
Wilson's
March
Labour government is to line up selected. The politicians Northern
Wit
E
H
in the
let:lions. Hold
spokesman on home afwith Tory newspapers like 'The arm,'— and not just in
declaration that he was
Revolutionary Party and labour ministers_ All the historic
Times', 'Financial Times', and Irelincl. For at least two years fairs, delivered the main
over
class
working
of the '
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topic
a
'the custodian
been
of
gains
has
it
now
forward
who want
The Economist
its candidates put
platform of the
versation in the messes of the
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Our rho Labour leallers
why do ,Lich reactionary
Selsdon group in the party
in
air
to
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called
facing
he
betrayed it line by line. Wor
mouthpieces of the ruling class uall'Id
when he called for mass solve the problems
seven months , the minority
We call on you to vote lot sin
class and the
want Labour in office? Because Eng/tratl itself The operations at
working
the
Workers Revolutionary Party
.
they need the treacherous refer- Heathrow are Orni110113 signs that unemployment.
Labour Boyemmktll has i.ea
middle class:
,
They would be prepared to al'
°thing more than a Trojan
candiskites in the eonstituenCie
mists in the Labour leadership this is not fast a remote poscompanies as Ferranti
Horse for Tory policies. In
and the TUC to spearhead at- sibility. It has emerged, in fart, low such
• HALT RISING PRICES. Where we are standing.
,
offer
than
rather
CniCsw:
be
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to
has
that
go
to
farce
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v, constitLien.,
iher
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In all j
parliament the Labourites, 'left'
the food monopolies
tacks on the working class while
Nationalize
order
'The
said
and right, were willing pawns of
the Tories, in disarray since the reckoned with in polifical cir- state assistance.' lb. 1974
and the supermarket chains ask scu
Times'(September
ritajonty
the Tories, Liberals and
a
retUrn
to
andrunder
miners fatted Heath out of office cles.'
compensation
without
SeLsdon group- do not
manifesto
Tory
T he
Nationalists. They acted only in
in February, regroup for dictator.
workers' control. Abolish the government. This must he the
specifically -calls for the streng- seem to have much confidence
accordance with the dictates of ship. _
start of the widest mobilization of
markets.
Conservative ad- speculative commodity
thening of the army, the police t hat a
the Opposition parties:- In-effect
Ike working class for socialist
ministration would follow their • STOP UNEMPLOYMENT. policies against such a governand the Special Constabulary to
it was an unofficial coalition.
Take basic industry and the
class.
advice.'
working
the
with
deal
enforced.
was
Three
Phase
•
ment in order to defend job,
ownership
into
banks
public
administration
of
kind
GeofWhat
minister
Cabinet
Shadow
N urses. hospital workers,
without compensation and under w ages and living vtandards from
frey Rippon has made the call for are ttiey looking for'? The partial
cachet's and local government
workers' control. Occupy fir- the impact of the threatening
the establishment of a 'citizen's answer lies in the 'political acworkers were forced into strikes
itastrophe.
.
reserve' to be used for strike- tivities of Enoch Powell. This ex- brims thrmtened wjth redundanto get decent wage increases.
In the struggle to compel the
cies or closure. Demand a sliding
treme right-wing Tory, who left
breaking. When Colonel David
reformist
Labour leaders to imof
hours.
and
scale
wages
are Stirling's 'Great Britain 75' was ..parliament in February is now
TORIES
EnstianttteFib= THE
ActirsiifITI „
FOR
ALL. plement the socialist programme
rumbled', one of the documents standing in an Ulster con- • HOMES
'
making
intense
already
• Michael Foot's Act replacing
stituency for a reactionary -Nationalize the land, the con- we have outlined. they will be
written by the founder of the
behind -the -scenes SAS stated:
the Industrial Relations Act still
Loyalist party headed by West. struction industry and building exposed and must he driven out.
embodies clauses that are of
societies without compensation The omditions will he- created in
which
go
preparations
I have talked to individuals of Paisley and Craig.
'
at danger to the trade unions
It means that Powell is taking and under workers' control with this way for the building of the
beyond the outcome of varying rank in the armed serd the working class. Even the
and in the Territorial Army. the extra-parliamentary, para- protection for small sayers. alternative revolutionary leadervices
this election. Following
UC consider Foot's Act
local authorities: directors of military mad. He joins it group of Requisition all unused buildings ship in the labour and trade union
inadequate,
Workers
his
hurriedly-arranged some major companies and to Protestant extremists who set out and office blocks for a crash m ovement, the
rehousing programme. A national Revolutionary Party.
• The N1RC was only smashed
meeting with
President some senior members of the lose to wreck the puppet Northern
We call for a massiVe recruitTo Executive using extreme right in- house-building programme finangovernment.
Conservative
when the engineers
union
Ford in Washington. on
these reactionary attempts to timidation of the working class. ced initially from the confiscated ment cartiretign to the Workers
refused to accept Foot's advice
September 9, Heath has form
para-military, strike- Powell, the man who once said 'I
profits of the Was and property Revolutionary Party from all secto go to the court and instead
tions of the working class and the
become the leMing ad- breaking forces. Wilson can only ate the virus that kills socialists'. speculators.
took all-out indefinite strike acmake' inane remarks about
has 'moved from Wolverhampton •EXPAND THE SOCIAL SER- professitsns. To everyone who
lion to prevent the seizure of all • vocate of a coalition.
colonels': to south Down to cement his
'superannuated
its assets and funds.
VICES. A free universal health rejects capitalist anarchy and
Such a gang-up by the 'three Defence Secretary Mason, an
political relations with these and education, service. Restore violence, and wants Its fight for
• Beer abjectly retreated on all
main parties would be nothing ex-miner, talked about 'blimpest sinister- political forces. the
all cuts in spcoling. End private socialism, we say —
nationalization proposals and
more than the ante-chamber to reaction': Jenkins told Rippon he
British army and British Intelmedicine anu the public schools. •There is only one way
when the first major bankruptcy
some form of dictatorship. It was making 'a frightful ass of ligence.
N ationalize the drug industry
occurred. Court Line. he handed
forward
would 'immediately
pass himself; and the Brighton TUC
His allies 'in Britain are
without compensation
under
out £16m to the board of direcDraconian laws against the refused even to iscuss the issue.
General Sir Walter Walker's scab
workers' control. Retirement and • Join
Workers
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ors,
working class and the unions and
Workers Press has been in the army and the Ultra-right National
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be
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Revolutionary Party.
than
set about foisting the recession forefront of explaining that these Front. They are trailing
II' Prices soared higher
around
average
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ded
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on the backs of working people are not the plans of cranks
ever with Mrs Williams' £790m
sections of the Financially ruined
cost of living.
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